INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS: S
SABLE MINSTRELS
[1846] Billed in the Cornwall Chronicle as "from the New York
Theatres,"1 the Sable Minstrels were possibly the first American blackface
entertainment troupe to appear in the Australian colonies. It's only known
performances to date, however, were staged in Tasmania at Launceston's
Theatre Royal Olympic on Wednesday 6 and Monday 11 May. The
programmes for both nights comprised a mix of variety and "MeloDrama," and were produced by former London actor and singer Robert
Osborne. He had begun leasing the venue from April.
The Sable Minstrels entertainment included "Negro melodies,
accompanied with their native music, and a variety of singing and
dancing," and in a review of the Wednesday evening's show, the writer
records that the performers "sang and danced with considerable effect."2
The following Monday performance was described as "exceedingly
clever."3 The number of performers in the troupe has not yet been
determined.

Cornwall Chronicle (Launceston, Tas) 2 May
1846, 340.

Although no details regarding further performances in Launceston,
Tasmania, or elsewhere in Australia have yet been located it is still feasible
that the troupe travelled further afield. There is also the possibility that the
Launceston engagements were played while the troupe was en route to
other countries.
OOO

EUGEN SANDOW
aka Eugene Sandow
[1902] A pioneering bodybuilder, and long regarded as the "father of modern
bodybuilding," Eugen Sandow was born Friedrich Wilhelm Müller in
Konigsberg, Prussia (now Kaliningrad, Russia) on 2 April 1867. He become
fascinated with ancient Greek and Roman statues as a boy, and although weak
and sickly during his childhood began from the age of 17 to develop a training
system that eventually led to massive changes in both his physique and his
strength. After being forced to leave his homeland in order to avoid military
service he travelled throughout Europe taking the professional name Eugen
Sandow and becoming a circus athlete and sideshow strongman. In 1889 he
made his way to England and set about billing himself as the "most powerful
man on earth," a claim he regularly upheld through challenges. He later
travelled to the USA, and while appearing at the Casino Theatre in New York
in 1893 was discovered by Florenz Zeigfield.4
Under Ziegfield's management Sandow moved into vaudeville, initially
performing his feats of strength with barbells. He later added other feats,
including the famous "chain-around-the-chest breaking routine." When it
became obvious that audiences were fascinated more by Sandow's physique
than by the weights he was lifting, Ziegfeld had him include a series of poses
that became known as "muscle display performances." He also exploited
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For further information see "Florenz Zeigfield Jnr" in Wikipeida.

Sandow's body by having him appear in the briefest of costumes, sometimes with nothing more than a fig leaf. This
proved to be hugely popular with women (some even paid for the opportunity to feel his muscles) and led to Sandow
becoming Ziegfeld's first star. Between 1894 and 1901 he also featured his poses in a dozen or so short films.
During the 1890s and early-1900s Sandow travelled extensively, touring
throughout the USA, Europe, Great Britain and to places as far away as South
Africa, India, Japan, Australia, New Zealand. In 1898 he also began
publishing Sandow's Magazine of Physical Culture (considered the first
bodybuilding magazine) and in 1901 organised the world's first major
bodybuilding competition at London's Royal Albert Hall. The venue was
reportedly so full that people were turned away at the door. After retiring
from the stage in 1907, he pursued various business interests, including the
development of the Sandow Corset and Sandow Health Oil.

West Australian (Perth) 12 Dec. 1902, 1.

Prior to his arrival in the Australasian region in 1902 Sandow's exploits and
interviews had been published frequently in newspapers throughout the
region. The earliest item established to date appeared in the Referee in 1889
and tells of his success in beating the then current strongest man in the world,
"Sampson." 5 He finally came to Australia in July 1902, headlining one of
Harry Rickards' touring vaudeville shows, and accompanied by an entourage
that included his wife and six physical culture students ("Royal Princess," 3).
Two days after making his Australian debut before a packed Theatre Royal
audience a West Australian theatre critic wrote:

The first part of his exhibition was devoted to posturing on a revolving pedestal. It is impossible to conceive a
more-muscular man. He is not big and heavy, but when the muscles are firm as steel, they stand out in wonderful
relief. This was demonstrated when he went through several exercises with _ view to showing the various
muscles of the body, first in repose and then when, tense. The abdominal muscles, the biceps, the triceps, the
deltoid and the muscles which raise the shoulder, were in turn exhibited in the manner indicated, the effect being
little short of wonderful. His chest expansion was also displayed, that portion of the body rising from 47 inches
to 61 inches. Control over the various muscles was shown, Sandow working them at will, and causing them
literally to dance. The powers of the man were evidenced in a marvellous degree in the second part of his
performance. With the stage set in the form of an amphitheatre, Sandow appeared, with his attendants, in Roman
attire. Huge bar-bells, weights, and dumb-bells lay strewn about, and these in turn he manipulated with
surprising ease ("Theatre Royal," 5).

Sandow followed his Perth engagements with a visit to the West
Australian goldfields in late July, playing Kalgoorlie before opening
at Fremantle on 4 August for a brief season. He then travelled to
Adelaide for a run at the Tivoli Theatre [1] from the 12th. By this
stage of the tour it was also clear that the strongman was exploiting
his presence for additional commercial gain - selling copies of his
book Strength and How to Attain It, and various forms of bodybuilding equipment. Reportedly impressed with the number of
devotees in Adelaide he also announced that he would his own
Institute of Physical Culture in the city. According to several public
articles a prospectus had been issued for a limited company to
operate the Institute, and that it was to capitalised with £10,000
worth of £5 shares ("Sandow's Institute" 8).
Following the conclusion of his Adelaide season Sandow moved on
to Victoria, but not before admitting that his future on the theatrical
stage was drawing to a close. When asked by a local newspaper if he
planned to return to the city he replied that he may do so sometime
in future years but that it would only be as a lecturer.6 Sandow's
Victorian engagements included Bendigo (27-29 Aug.), Geelong (5
Sept.) and Melbourne (6 Sept. - 2 Oct.). His arrival in Melbourne
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"The Strongest Man on Earth: A Dark 'Un Takes Him
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"The Rival Modern Sampson: When Greek Meets Greek." Newcastle
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"Departure of Sandow." Advertiser (Adelaide) 27 Aug. 1902, 4.

Advertiser (Adelaide) 22 Aug. 1902, 2.

saw him accorded a public reception at the Town Hall by the Lord Mayor prior to opening at the Opera House that
night. After Melbourne he travelled directly to Sydney where he was given another civic reception before opening at
the Tivoli that same night (4-25 Oct.). He followed the Sydney season with a visit to Brisbane, where after being met
at Central Station by local athletes and dignitaries he was given another civic reception. His brief season in the
Queensland capital was undertaken at Rickards' Theatre Royal from 28 October to 1 November. Sandow then returned
to Sydney, playing the Victoria Theatre from 4 to 12 November before sailing for New Zealand.7
Although Eugen Sandow never returned to Australia or the Australasian region following his 1902-03 tour, his
movements, his various business ventures and his opinions concerning physical health and exercise continued to
appear regularly in newspapers and magazines throughout the region right up until his death. To this extent he made
significant contributions to our understanding of general health and well-bearing as well helping to develop specific
and advanced training methods for athletes and bodybuilders.
Sandow died in London on 14 October 1925, aged 58. He left behind his wife, Blanche (nee Brook), who he had
married in 1896, and two daughters. Because he had been unfaithful throughout much of the marriage, his wife
refused to mark his grave. Newspaper reports of his death generally announced the cause as a brain haemorrhage,
alleging that it was the result of having strained himself two or three years before while lifting his car out of a ditch
after a road accident. According to David L. Chapman, the actual cause of Sandow's death was more likely caused by
having caught syphilis.
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Sandow's New Zealand tour saw him become the first person to be subjected to the country's newly passed Land and Income
Assessment Act. For further details see "Taxation of Incomes in New Zealand." Mercury (Hobart) 5 Jan. 1903, 6.

Further Reference: Much has been written on Fields both during his career and since his death. The following
comprises a selection of these publications, both in print and online. A selection of Eugen Sandow clips can also be
accessed via YouTube.
Chapman, David, Sandow the Magnificent: Eugen Sandow and the Beginnings of Bodybuilding. Champaign, IL: U of
Illinois P, 1994.
"Death of Sandow: The Dangers of Immoderation in Physical Culture." Sunday Times (Sydney) 18 Oct. 1925, 7.
"Eugen Sandow: Interesting Incidents - Chat with the Assistants." Advertiser (Adelaide) 25 Aug. 1902, 5.
"Royal Princess Theatre: The Sandow Season." Bendigo Advertiser (Vic) 27 Aug. 1902, 3.
"Sandow's Institute of Physical Culture: To be Opened in Adelaide." Register (Adelaide) 23 Aug. 1902), 8.
"Sandow, The Strong Man: Death in London." Register (Adelaide) 16 Oct. 1925, 17.
"Solar Plexus." "Never Drank Water: Sandow Did Not Believe In It - Career of World's Strong Man." Referee
(Sydney) 21 Oct. 1925, 11.
"Theatre Royal: Rickards Vaudeville Co - First Appearance of Sandow." West Australian (Perth) 14 July 1902, 7.
Waller, David. The Perfect Man: The Muscular Life and Times of Eugen Sandow, Victorian Strongman. Brighton:
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SMITH, BROWN AND COLLINS' CHRISTY MINSTRELS
aka Brown and Collins' Christy Minstrels
[1865-1866] Assembled in England in September 1863, Brown and
Collins' Christy Minstrels toured through such countries as Gibraltar,
Egypt, the Middle-East, India, Burma, China and Java before making its
Australian debut in Sydney at the School of Arts on 20 February 1865.
For much of its Australian tour the troupe was known as Smith, Brown
and Collins' Christy Minstrels (John W. Smith being the troupe's agent).
Pre-tour publicity was initially directed at Joe Brown, however, as he
had previously come to Australia in 1863 with the Christy Minstrels [2].
The other members of the troupe included: W.P. Collins
(bones/alto/prima donna), C.W. Rainer (basso), Nicholas La Feuillade
(music director/ violin), Raffael Abecco (harp/balladist), Henry
Herberte (tenor), E. Harvey (baritone), E. Byron (violin/contra basso),
and William Henry Castor. Joe' Brown's specialty area was a dancer.

Freeman's Journal 4 Feb. 1865, 78.

Following its Sydney season the troupe travelled to Melbourne where it opened at the Haymarket Theatre on 27
March. Thereafter it played engagements in a number of Victoria's regional centres, followed by a season in Adelaide
at White's Rooms (15 May-) and a return tour of regional Victoria. The shows presented were in the typical minstrel
format, including a selection of burlesques and/or farces. Among the burlesques staged were: Faust, MD; Or, The
Doctor, the Damsel, the Demon, and the Dragoon (1865), Pot Pourri Itallianee, and Massaniello; Or, The She-Mute
and the Pilchards in the Bay of Naples (1865). The farces included "The First Music Lesson," "Ten Minutes at the
Opera," "The Burlesque Polka" and "The N.S.W. Bushrangers."
The company intended leaving for England after concluding a return season at Melbourne's Haymarket (beginning 2
October), but Raphael Tolano convinced them to delay their departure so as to play his Royal Victoria Theatre in
Sydney over the Christmas/New Year. This farewell season, which ran from 16 December through until 13 January,
was billed as Brown and Collin's Christy Minstrels.
NB: William Castor committed suicide in Sydney on 11 March. See newspaper report below for details.
Further Reference:
"Christy Minstrels, The." Bendigo Advertiser (Vic) 19 Aug. 1865, 2.
"Original Christy Minstrels, The." Bell's Life in Sydney and Sporting Chronicle 18 Feb. 1865, 2.
"Suicide of Mr W.H. Castor of the Christy Minstrels." Empire (Sydney) 14 Mar. 1865, 5.
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CHUNG LING SOO
aka William Ellsworth Robinson
[1909] Internationally-renowned Chinese illusionist Chung Ling Soo was in fact
the stage name of American magician William Ellsworth Robinson. Born in New
York on 2 April 1861, Robinson taught himself magic during his youth and
shortly after making his stage debut at age 14 turned professional. Initially known
as "Robinson the Man of Mystery," by 1887 he had adopted the stage name
Achmed Ben Ali and effectively copied the "black-art" act performed in Europe
by German conjurer Max Auzinger (aka Ben Ali Bey). Unable to raise the capital
needed to stage the type of illusions that would make him a headliner and
realising that he needed to refine his knowledge and skills, Robinson spent much
of the 1890s working for other magicians - including Harry Keller, McAlister,
Patrizio, Balabrega and Alexander Herrman. With Keller he reportedly worked
an "amazing Hindoo necromancer illusion." Following Hermann's death in 1896
Robinson worked briefly as tour manager for his widow and nephew (Adelaide
and Leon Herrman), before going out on his own. Initially re-billing himself "The
Man of Mystery," he had some success at Keith's, New York in 1899 with an
original illusion called "The Maid and the Moon" ("Man of Mystery," 5).
Robinson's decision to become oriental magician Chung Ling Soo occurred soon
after he left the Hermann show. Rankled by Chinese illusionist Ching Ling Foo,
National Library of Australia
who had refused to give him the opportunity to win a £1,000 challenge in London
in 1899 (the challenge had been issued by Foo), Robinson was soon afterwards given the opportunity to put
together a less-expensive Chinese magic act for a season at the Follies Bergere. He initially cobbled together an act
largely comprising Foo's illusions, and with shaved head and Oriental costumes and make-up became Hop Ling Soo.
By the time he returned to London to play the Alhambra Theatre he had renamed himself Chung Ling Soo and
developed an entirely new show. Over the next 18 years Robinson toured his show relentlessly, playing the major
vaudeville circuits operating in the USA, Great Britain and Europe, and as far away as Australasia and The East.
Arguably the feature of any Chung Ling Soo show from 1904 onwards
was his bullet-catching trick. For this act he would get audiences
members to come on stage and mark two bullets. When the guns were
fired directly at him by his assistants he supposedly caught them in his
teeth. The bullets would then be verified by the same audience
members. It not only became the trick he was best known for, but also
the one that killed him. The incident occurred in London on 23 March
1918 when the mechanism in one gun that was designed to stop the real
bullet from exiting the muzzle failed and he was instead shot. He died a
few hours later.
Robinson was scrupulous with his impersonation of Chung Ling Soo both on and off the stage. Indeed audiences and critics around the world
had no idea that he was a white American. Adding to his disguise was
the fact that he rarely spoke during his shows, using instead a Korean
assistant (posing as a Chinese man) to introduce his magic tricks.
Although many secondary sources claim that he always used an
interpreter when speaking to journalists, a number of interviews
published during his Australasian tour refute this. Indeed, Robinson in
the guise of Chung Ling Foo often pointed to the fact that he was only
"half" Chinese. This "acknowledgement" helps explain why he had
command of the English language and was able to speak to reporters
without the aid of an interpreter. Indeed research to date has been
unable to locate any Australasian interviews with Chung Ling Soo that
required translation by an assistant. Typical is his first Australian
interview, conducted in Fremantle while his ship was briefly in port:
Argus (Melbourne) 27 Feb. 1909, 22.

During the course of the interview Chung Ling Soo stopped at intervals with the remark, "Here's a little trick"...
"By the way," he [said] in conclusion, "I am told that the Australians are prejudiced against the Oriental. Well, I
am not quite an Oriental, for my father was a Scotchman and my mother a Cantonese woman. I have taken my

mother's name, and have hopes that the Australian public will judge my performance on its merits. I feel sure
they will be satisfied" ("He of the One Button," 9).

Robinson (as Chung Ling Soo) toured Australia and New
Zealand only once - in 1909. As with many other stars of
his calibre, reports concerning his exploits and interviews
were published in newspapers for many years prior to his
arrival in the region - the first appearing as early as
October 1900. Harry Rickards, under whose management
he made the tour, had contracted him in late 1907 for a
reported £450 per week,8 a matter that became the topic of
much discussion both within the variety industry and
throughout the general populace. He and his large
entourage arrived in the country in mid-February at
Fremantle, Western Australia, with some 75 tons of
luggage and equipment. He did not play any engagements
in the West, however, but instead travelled directly to
Melbourne where he made his debut at Rickards' Opera
House on the 27th. During this initial engagement two
comedians appearing in Meynell and Gunn's Cinderella
pantomime (Theatre Royal) reportedly scored much
success with their "Chung Ling Soo" skit. After the
Melbourne season concluded on 8 April he opened two
days later in Sydney at the Tivoli, remaining there until 21
May. Soo and his entourage then left for New Zealand,
beginning their Dominion tour in Dunedin before heading
north to the three other major cities of Christchurch,
Wellington and Auckland.9 The company returned to
Sydney in mid-June, playing a three-week return season,
reportedly with many new tricks. After Sydney he returned
to Melbourne (13 Aug.-), followed by a final Australian
season in Adelaide (Tivoli, 28 Aug. - 15 Sept.). Robinson
and his Chung Ling Soo company then sailed for England.

National Library of Australia.

In January 1917 Robinson started what was to be a five years "Chung Ling
Soo" tour of the Orient, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and America
but returned to England after completing only India and China. He died the
following year. Reports of his demise were published in numerous countries,
as much for the sensational manner of his death as in response to his fame.
Many of these obituaries revealed for the first time Chung Ling Soo's real
identity. In its extended coverage the New Zealand Truth extolled the man
behind the myth:
To think with Robinson was to create. The result was a superb and
convincing act. The atmosphere of China, the correct presentation of
Chinese scenes and Chinese costumes, the faithful portrayal of
Chinese character, were all there. And, besides these, were the very
latest manifestations of magical skill and unique stage illusions - all
original with "Billy." He put all his savings and energy into this new
creation of his fertile brain, and surrounded himself with genuine
Chinese assistants, under one of whom he studied the character and
language of the Chinese. Billy was indeed a great student of human
character ("Man of Mystery," 5).

Argus (Melbourne) 25 June 1938, Weekend Magazine 10.
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"N.S.W. Items." Sunday Times (Sydney) 16 July 1911, 2.
The New Zealand tour received some unwanted publicity while in Wellington. Ted Kalman, a comedian touring with the
company, was charged with assaulting a reporter from the Lyttleton Times. The reporter had apparently written a negative review
of the show and Kalman lost his temper, resulting in a conviction, a £10 fine and costs (see, for example, "Criticism Resented."
Argus 14 June 1909, 9).
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Further Reference:
"Chinese Magician: The Need of Tact." Argus (Melbourne) 23 Feb. 1909, 5.
Cullen, Frank, Florence Hackman, and Donald McNeilly. Vaudeville Old and New: An Encyclopedia of Variety
Performances in America, Volume 1. New York: Routledge, 2007, 224-25.
"He of the One Button: Chung Ling Soo and His Tricks." West Australian (Perth) 17 Feb. 1909, 9.
"Man of Mystery: Master Magician Passes." New Zealand Truth (Wellington, NZ) 13 Apr. 1918, 5.
"Opera House: Chung Ling Soo's Marvels." Argus (Melbourne) 1 Mar. 1909, 9.
"Sketcher: Chung Ling Soo Magician." Liverpool Herald (NSW) 6 Oct. 1900, 10.

Source: Sydney Living Museums.
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MEL B. SPURR
[1903-1904] English monologist, comedian, writer, songwriter Melcathon Burton Spurr was born in Selby, York in
March 1852, the son of local solicitor Thomas Spurr. After completing his schooling he undertook a law degree and
was eventually admitted to the bar. During his university days and his eight years practising as a solicitor, Spurr also
dabbled in the theatre, presenting an amateur musical and monologue act at numerous social and charity events.
According to several obituaries published in Australia Spurr decided to abandon the legal profession and become a
fulltime entertainer after seeing the celebrated Corney Grain in London one night. He subsequently toured the
provincial music hall circuits for some five years before securing a high profile engagement with Maskelyne and Cook
at the Egyptian hall, London. His popularity as a "drawing-room entertainer was such that he reportedly remained a
fixture at the venue for eleven years. He was especially well-regarded for his comic songs, a number of which were
published and which found popularity in Australia well before he toured the country.

Quiz (Adelaide) 23 Sept. 1904, 5.

Spurr was induced to come to Australia by Herbert Flemming, and accompanied on the trip by Claude H. Whaite.
After they arrived in the country Whaite acted as Spurr's advance agent. The tour began at Melbourne's Athenaeum
Hall on 31 October 1903, followed by a brief tour of select towns in southern and south-west New South Wales. The
provincial tour opened in Albury on 30 November and later included Wagga Wagga, Goulburn, Cootamundra,
Harden, and Bathurst. He then opened in Sydney at Queen's Hall on Boxing Night. Reviews published during this
period suggest that his billing as "England's greatest society entertainer" was well-founded. The Argus entertainment
critic wrote of Spurr's Melbourne debut, for example:
Mr. Mel B. Spurr, one of the leading lights in the world of monologue entertainers, gave his first public
recital at the Athenaeum-hall, Collins Street, on Saturday nights. It has often been remarked that the man who
is able to make us laugh is the real benefactor of the race, and, if this be so, the public of Melbourne should
hail Mr. Spurr as the prince of philanthropists. For over to hours on Saturday night he entertained his audience
with song and story, and when at length he reached the end of a long programme, they asked for more.
No one can accuse Mr. Spurr of lack of originality. He is his own author and composer for the most part. He
sings his own songs and accompanies them himself, and writes his own sketches. Endowed with a remarkable
gift of facial expression, he is able to tell a story in an inimitable fashion. 10

Following his Sydney premiere the Evening News reported:
It is safe to say that of the large audience which heard Mr. Mel B. Spurr, the versatile entertainer, at the
Queen's Hall, Pitt-street, on Saturday night, every individual left the hall at the close of the performance with
feelings of genuine delight and satisfaction. Mr. Spurr's reputation is a well-deserved one, and at his first
public appearance in Sydney, on Wednesday, he achieved a distinct success. For two hours he kept his
audience mirthful, and during the greater part of the time the majority of them were apparently suffering from
incipient convulsions. Patter songs were followed by genuinely humorous recitations; recitations by sketches
revealing dramatic power and feeling of a high degree, and these, by enjoyable pieces of mimicry or by clever
racial work, that the interest never flagged for a moment.11
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"Mr Mel B. Spurr: Recital at Athenaeum-Hall." Argus (Melbourne) 2 Nov. 1903, 5.
"Mr Mel B. Spurr.' Evening News (Sydney) 28 Dec. 1903, 8.

When the Sydney ended, Spurr travelled south to Tasmania, followed by return engagements in Melbourne and
Sydney, then continued to Northern New South Wales and Brisbane. Flemming then sent his star to New Zealand
where he garnered similar praise from the critics and popularity with audiences.

Punch (Melbourne) 15 Sept. 1904, 12.

After organising the New Zealand tour Claude Whaite returned to Australia to arrange another season in Melbourne.
According to a number of publicity releases published around that time, the comedian had also been booked to appear
in Adelaide and Perth along with some select regional visits. The South Australia and Western Australian tours did not
eventuate, however, as Spurr died in Melbourne on 25 September from complications related to his diabetes. Many of
the numerous reports published throughout Australia and New Zealand following his death indicate that the comedian
had been a diabetic for some ten years. According to Melbourne's Age and Argus newspapers Spurr had became
indisposed on the previous Tuesday forcing Herbert Flemming to cancel his appearances. The initial reason given was
that the star performer had become run down. After being treated for angina pectoris and throat problems he remained
in his hotel room and appeared to rally by Friday. However, the following day he fell into a coma and was pronounced
dead at 4.30 on the Sunday afternoon.
Interestingly, Mel B. Spurr's connection with Australia remained for decades after his death through the "Don't argue"
advertising slogan adopted by Hutton's Smallgoods. The campaign began early in 1910. While the phrase was in
general usage in Australia during the mid to late-nineteenth century, and had been used in display advertising as early
as 1900,12 the Hutton's publicity campaign differed from the others in that it appropriated the image from a handbill
advertising Spurr's Australian shows. The image was eventually phased out but the slogan remained central to the
company's advertising up until at least the early-1950s.13
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See for example: Warner's Safe Cure - for Kidney or Liver Disease (Millicent Times, SA, 27 Jan. 1900, 4); Johnston's
Influenza Cough Mixture (Daily Telegraph, Launceston, Tas., 19 Sept. 1903, 2); Lennon's Toothache Cure (Morning Bulletin,
Rockhampton, Qld, 29 Mar. 1904, 20; Fimisters - Groceries, Ironmongery and Furniture (Truth, Perth, 19 June 1909, 7);
Hopwood and Co - Stationers (North-Eastern Advertise, Scottsdale, Tas., 23 May 1911, 4). Edwin Geach also appropriated the
"Don't argue" phrase for publicity during the Great Thurston's tour of Australia in 1905 (see Referee, Sydney, 2 Aug. 1905, 10).
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See Julia Robinson's article in Ozwords (2018) for further insight. [link provided in Further Reference section]

Horsham Times (Vic 23 De. 1910, 14.

Original held in the Will Alma collection,
State Library of Victoria.
Bowen Independent (Qld) 11 Mar. 1911, 1.

"J.C. Hutton and Co's Exhibit at the Show"
Telegraph (Brisbane) 12 Aug. 1910, 4
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